
Music Medals FAQs 
 
What is a Music Medal? 
Music Medals are teacher led, group assessments for beginner learners. Unlike Graded 
Music Exams, they focus on group learning and playing with others. There are three 
components in a Music Medals assessment:  
 
Ensemble –The candidate plays an individual line in an ensemble piece for two, three or 
four players. Each line must be performed by a single player. Only the Medal candidate is 
assessed, not the other ensemble members.  
 
Solo – The candidate plays one piece from the solo repertoire list for their instrument. This 
can be accompanied with a live accompanist or CD, or played unaccompanied. 
 
Option Test – The candidate selects one Option test from a choice of four. Candidates can 
choose an Option test which plays to their own individual strengths  
 
Can I play in a Silver/Gold/Platinum duet with my candidate? 
However if there is no other student able to play in the ensemble then we will allow it on 
that occasion. Please send an email before you submit your assessment explaining this so 
that we are aware that it has been allowed. The teacher can play a part in a trio or quartet 
at any level. 
 
I have received an expiry email/my entry has expired. Can I still send it in? 
Yes. We will still process your assessment as normal although we will advise you that this 
may take longer than usual due to the un-expiry process. Please send an email to us so that 
we are aware of the situation. 
 
One of my candidates does not want to take the assessment. Can I have a refund? 
We don’t generally offer refunds because of the flexible nature of the assessments. 
However, if the candidate will definitely not take the assessment, we can add another 
candidate of the same level in their place. We can change the name, instrument and school 
of an entry, but not the TA or MMP (Music Medals Partner).  
 
I’ve downloaded the Options Tests but they haven’t appeared and I can’t 
download them again. 
Options tests which are downloaded appear in a pop-up PDF window. Please check that 
your security settings will allow pop-ups. If the Options Tests are showing as already 
downloaded, re-release them (see ‘Re-releasing Options…’ instructions). 
 
One of my candidate’s names is spelt wrong/I have selected the wrong 
instrument – can I change this? 
Yes. See ‘Re-releasing Options and Amendments’ instructions. 
 
How long will it take for me to get my results? 
We aim to get results out within 2 weeks of receiving the assessments. It may occasionally 
take longer to process due to busy periods (such as the end of the school terms), or issues 
with moderation. 
 
Can my candidate play a Clarineo (in C) or other modified clarinet in C in their Clarinet 
assessment? 
Yes, Clarineos or other modified clarinets in C are accepted at all levels of Music Medals. These are 
instruments that are specially adapted for younger/smaller players. These instruments are also 



permitted for Grades 1-3 of GMEs. However, the Nuvo Mini Clarinets are not permitted 
for use in Music Medals. 
 
Can my candidate play a flute with a curved head joint? 
Yes, modified flutes (i.e. with a curved head joint or non-metal) are accepted at all levels of Music 
Medals. These instruments are also permitted for Grades 1-3 of GMEs. 
 
Can my candidate take a Music Medal on a fife? 
Although we do not offer a Fife Music Medal syllabus, candidates can take a Copper or Bronze 
Flute assessment on a fife. However, you will have to enter for flute and the certificate will state 
that the candidate took a flute assessment. Fifes are not permitted at Silver, Gold or Platinum levels. 
Medals can also be taken on the Nuvo Mini Flute, with the same restrictions. 
 
My candidate plays a Bb tuba so cannot use the regular (Eb) tuba syllabus. What pieces 
can they play? 
Bb tuba players should use the Baritone or Euphonium syllabuses to select their pieces. 
 
My mixed recorder candidates (i.e. descant and treble) are playing a descant recorder 
piece. Can I transpose the assessed line for my treble recorder candidate? 
Any descant-only piece can be transposed to be suitable for treble recorder players, including the 
assessed line (this is the only exception to the regulation that assessed lines cannot be transposed). 
However, the entire line must be transposed (i.e. the melody must not be altered). Alternatively, the 
TA can choose one of a number of mixed recorder pieces. 
 
Can my candidate take a Keyboard assessment on a piano? 
No. As an integral part of the Keyboard assessment is using the rhythmic groove, chord sequences 
and voice change functions on an electronic keyboard, candidates cannot perform their assessment 
on a piano. 
 


